Oxford week in Tsukuba

Date: 28(Mon) May – 1(Fri) June, 2018
Time: 18:15-19:15
Venue: 8F Innovation building, Medical area, University of Tsukuba

Program

28(Mon) May
“Protein-protein interaction in cancer”
Prof. Panagis Filippakopoulos
Oxford Ludwig Institute, University of Oxford

29(Tue) May
“Computational genomics disclosing pan-cancer metabolism”
Prof. Francesca Buffa
Dep. Oncology, University of Oxford

30(Wed) May
“Precision cancer medicine”
Prof. Jane Mellor
Dep. Biochemistry, University of Oxford

31(Thu) May
“Obesity/Diabetes linked to cancer”
Prof. Custodia García-Jiménez
Faculty of Health Science, King Juan Carlos University, Madrid, Spain

Organizer
Prof. Colin Goding
Oxford Ludwig Institute, University of Oxford
Hiroko Isoda & Tatsuya Oda
University of Tsukuba